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There are bits of Virgil's Rome which still survive: pottery, buildings, inscriptions on stone. A selection of its 
literature also survives, but in a different way - it was copied and recopied by generations of scribes in 
the middle ages, and what reached the age of printing (a good deal vanished on the way) is still circulating 
now. There has always been a divide between the two sorts of survival:  archaeologists 
found  objects  in the ground, scholars  located  manuscripts in libraries,  and  their paths  never crossed;  we 
knew about ancient  books from the descriptions  in ancient authors, but no example actually existed.  Once 
people developed a romantic feeling for the past, this was much regretted; so, when John Earle  published his 
satirical  portraits of English characters in 1632, he included  an  Antiquary  who 'would give all the books 
in his study (which are rarities all) for one of the old Roman binding or six lines of Tully (Cicero) in his own 
hand' . The oldest surviving copy of Virgil was made four hundred years after his death: what did the copies 
of his own time look like? Even the hope seemed silly. Ancient books were written on papyrus,  a form of 
paper made from an Egyptian  reed; if papyrus gets wet, it rots; so that, on a normal   Roman  site,  pottery  
may  last  for  two  thousand years, but  books and  papers will have turned  into compost long since. 
 
Fortunately, not all sites are normal.  One exception turned up in 1752. Italian excavators found the town of 
Herculaneum, which had been buried under fifty feet of liquid mud by the eruption of Vesuvius in AD 79. 
One villa had a library, and the book-rolls had been preserved in the sludge. Chemical action had turned 
them black and solid, with the general look of overcooked sausages.  To  unroll them  was a painful  business  
(there  are still two unopened ones in the British  Museum);  a good deal was destroyed in the  process;  
most of what  came  out  was technical  Greek philosophy  and  appealed   only  to  specialised  tastes.  But 
there was also a little Latin; including substantial fragments of a poem,   in   hexameter   verse, about the   
victory of Octavian/ Augustus at Actium in 31 BC; author unknown. So here at last was a real Roman book, 
copied sometime in the hundred years between the battle and the eruption. 
 

But   no  more  books  were  found   at  Herculaneum, and digging stopped (there  is a plan to restart  it; 
but it can only be  done  by tunnelling  under  the  modern  town of Naples, which  would  be  enormously  
expensive). There was a lull. Then, in the late nineteenth century, another abnormal site carne in view; and 
this one covered half a country.  The Romans  had  conquered   Egypt  in 30  BC, and  made  it a province;  
a few Roman  officials,  and  a  Roman  garrison, ruled  over  a Greek  immigrant upper  class,  which in 
turn ruled  over seven million  native Egyptians.  South of Cairo, small towns string out along the edge of 
the Nile valley; the water of the annual flood did not reach up to them, and it never rains. Here papyrus 
could last, dry and unharmed, for millennia; and it has lasted in huge quantities. In ruined houses and 
ancient  rubbish-tips, covered with drifting sand from  the  desert, the archaeologists found the  books  and 
papers  of the Egyptian  Greeks and  Romans still heaped  up- perhaps 30,000  pieces in  all. So,  in the  
last  hundred years,  we've  recovered  a large  slice of  Greek  literature, which  had otherwise disappeared 
in the Middle Ages; and an even larger  slice of life, as it was lived in this colonial society which balanced  
somehow between the classical past (they  all read Homer  at school) and  the  Egyptian  present (they 
worshipped Isis, and married their sisters). 

 
Among the Greeks, the Romans also left their mark. Plate I shows a Latin letter, of the time of Augustus, 
which turned up among the salvage of the town of Oxyrhynchus. It's  a sheet of papyrus, S inches by 3, 
message on one side, address  on the back (the sheet would have been folded into a small  spill,  with the 
address  on one  of the exposed sur faces,  to  make  it easier  to carry and  deliver). The content isn't   
altogether clear; which isn't surprising, since we're trying to read one odd bit of someone else's private 
correspondence. But the writer certainly runs a strong line in business ethics: 'Beware of Epaphras, who'd 
cut his grandmother's throat for money. Be firm with him.  Too much    niceness    is the   shortest   way to   
ruin'    ('nimia bonitaslpemicies hominibus est vel maxsuma', lines 4-S). Cicero's letters, written a 
generation before this, have less business and much more politics; but this is what they must have looked 
like in the flesh. 

 

Qasr lbrlm and the High Dam 
The latest  find  in Egypt comes from its furthest and  most unlikely spot. 750 miles south of Cairo, and 150 
miles south of   the    last   tourist-stop at   Aswan,   on   a   great   rock dominating the east bank  of the Nile, 
stood the fortress  of Primis. It was a key post in the frontier zone between Egypt and Nubia; successive 
empires,  Egyptian,  Roman,  Nubian and  Turkish, have garrisoned  it. It could resist anything, except 
technology.  In 1955 the new High Dam was begun; in 1964 the water began to pile up behind it; the result 
was to  be  a  three-hundred-mile long  reservoir,  Lake Nasser, which would submerge most of the 
archaeological sites of Nubia. Rescue digs were mounted; the Egypt Exploration Society of London  undertook  
Primis,  nowadays called Qasr Ibrim.  Work began  in 1963, and still continues. The water rises: plate II 
shows the view a watercolourist  saw in 1846, with the fortress  high  in the sky; plate III  is a photograph 
taken  in 1976, with the walls sticking out of the lake like a broken  tooth. The site turned out to be well 



worth digging. The  team  found  the  waste-paper  of three  thousand years, from  the  pharaohs of the  New 
Kingdom to the Bosnian mercenaries  of the 18th  century.  There  was a 9th century bishop   in   his   tomb,    
with   his   letter   of   appointment alongside;  there was a royal letter, from Phonen King of the Blemmyes,  
which  may fit  into  the  history (discussed  in a recent  documentary on  BBC2) of the  mysterious  X-group 
people. 
 
In 1978 the archaeologists began to clear a narrow alley which runs between the south bastion of the fortress 
and the girdle-wall round it. The alley turned  out to be choked with refuse  thrown  down  from  the  bastion  
- sacking,  clothes 
and   sandals,   lamps   and   pottery,   some  of  distinctively Roman  type;  a  coin  of  Cleopatra, the  queen  
whom  the Romans   evicted;   and   some   scrappy   private   letters,   in Greek,  addressed to a couple of 
army trumpeters (one has the  date  22/1 BC). We know from ancient  historians that the  Romans advanced  
south and captured Primis in 25 BC; they  may have  evacuated  it (but  that  isn't  certain)  when peace was 
made in 20 BC. What  the excavators had found was clearly the rubbish of that first Roman garrison. 

 
Naughty Lycoris 

The  rubbish  contained one  real  surprise.  On  11  March, 1978, Robert Anderson found himself looking 

at four scraps of papyrus,  on which he could make out the word CAESAR and  the word LYCORI;  he then 

saw that  the scraps would join together,  and make a text in elegiac couplets. Someone in  the  army,  it 

seems,  read  poetry.  The  fragments  were muddy  and  crumpled, as plate  IV shows; they were later 

cleaned   with  alcohol  (water   might   make  the  ink  run), smoothed  out,  and  combined  with a fifth  bit  

to make the good-sized  piece shown  in plate  V. What  we now have is part of a book-roll (the other side 

blank), with the top of one column of writing and a few beginnings from the next. The roll did indeed contain  

elegiac verse. There is the end  of one poem, referring  to the 'naughtiness' of Lycoris; there  is  an  epigram   

of  four  lines,  addressed   to (Julius) Caesar   and   anticipating  his  triumph;  there  is  another epigram 

directed  to the literary critics Viscus and (Valerius) Cato.  No author's name.  But Lycoris is a clue. We 

know only one person who had that name: the beautiful  actress to whom  the  poet  C.  Cornelius  Gallus  

addressed  a cycle of love-poems. Gallus  had a sensational  life. He was a famous poet:   Virgil  imitates,   

honours   and   mourns   him  in  the Eclogues.  He was a famous  politico: Augustus  made  him first  Viceroy 

of Egypt, then, when he tried to play pharaoh, disowned him and let him be driven to suicide (26 BC). A lot 

is said about  Gallus; but, except for one odd line, his poetry was entirely lost - until  now. Lycoris suggests 

Gallus; so it's   a  reasonable   guess  that   the  new papyrus  contained Gallus' poems. They are not exciting; 

and that is their main interest.   At  last  we  have  the  chance   to  check  Gallus' reputation against the 

reality. 
 

Coffee-table book-roll? 

But it's  the book itself, and its history, which have the real · interest.   The   dated   material   in  the   

surrounding  litter belongs  to  the  20s BC  or  earlier.  If the  Gallus-papyrus belongs to the same period, 

it is our oldest Roman  book - so old that  it could have been in the hands of Virgil, could have been 

published in the life-time of Gallus himself. In many ways it's a typical ancient  book. It takes  the form 

of a roll; the modern form of book, the codex, doesn't really take over until the Christian  period; classical 

Greeks and  Romans  stuck to the roll, for all its inconveniences (to read, you have to unroll it with your 

right hand and roll it in with your left; when you've finished, it's inside out, and has to be re- rolled, like 

a tape; it would be even more awkward to change  sides in mid-read, so that  the back has to be left blank  

and  half the papyrus  wasted). The text is written  in columns  along the roll. The words are divided by 

dots,  not spaces (even that  is a rare concession; a little after this they gave up dots as well, so that  the 

reader  had to work out for himself where each word began and ended); there's no punctuation. The  letters 

are what we call capitals;  contrast the 'cursive'  hand in plate I. (A 'literary' script,  like that of the Gallus,  

aims at beauty and  legibility; a 'cursive'  script aims  at speed and  minimum  effort, and so documents 

are generally  written  in  cursive,  Thus:  the  Gallus  uses  Α,  which  takes  three  strokes  of  the  pen;  

the  Private  Letter uses α, our  'small  a'.)  The writing is good  and  black: they used a reed pen, which 

has a soft flexible point (a metal nib  would  gouge  the surface), and  an  ink  made  of gum arabic   and   

soot,  which  (unlike   modern   chemical  inks) doesn't fade. But it's  more than  a typical book: it's  a 

luxury book. The  margins  are  wide (the  more papyrus you leave blank, the more the copy will cost). 

The layout is artistic: large spaced-off  initials for the hexameters, smaller  unspaced initials  for  the  

pentameters; wide spacing  and  H-shaped signs to separate the poems. The script (the style later called 
'Rustic Capital')  is elegant   in  itself,  and  very elegantly carried  out,  with great  care in the shading 
(the alternation of thick and thin strokes) and the ornament (small serifs on the  head  and  feet  of letters).  
And  yet the  scribe  made  a mistake  in line 3 (ERIT for ERIS).  Roman  publishers  kept proof-readers to 
check for errors before the copy was sold; but no one has corrected this error. It may be, then, that the 
book  was marketed more for its looks than  for intelligent reading: a Gallus for the coffee-table? 



Gallus' last journey to the South 

We  don't  know  whether  this  luxury  item  was  copied  in Egypt;   it   may  well  have   been   imported   
from   Rome. Someone,  it seems,  took it the thousand miles from Alexandria to  Qasr  lbrim. A literary  
soldier;  and  also  a loyal one. Gallus  had  been  Viceroy of Egypt,  and  his of ficers may have thought 
it wise to read his works. But by the time the Romans  reached  lbrim,  Gallus was disgraced  and dead  a 
year or more. At some stage someone stood on the South  Bastion,  and  dropped  into the garbage  the  
broken pots,  the disused  knapsacks and the poems of C. Cornelius Gallus.  Who was it? The owner, 
deciding at last to jettison the  books  of  the  one-time  blue-eyed  boy? The  Nubians, when they took back 
the fortress  and cleaned  out the junk left by the invading foreigners?  We can only fantasise.  But it  all  
adds  one  more  curious  fact  to  Gallus'  sensational career. He himself took his army as far south as 
Aswan; and in an inscription  which is still there boasted of going further than  any Egyptian  or  Roman  
had ever done. It's  ironical that  it was in a rubbish heap still further south into the back of beyond  that  
this copy of his work, produced  in his own lifetime,  has been  waiting two thousand years to puncture 
his reputation. 
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